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The North Carolina Zoo is open every day of the year, except on Christmas Day.
Summer hours begin on April 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Standard admission
prices are $10 for adults, $8 for seniors and $6 for children. Winter hours begin
November 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Zoo Society members and registered
North Carolina school groups are admitted free. The Zoo offers free parking, free tram
and shuttle service, picnic areas, visitor rest areas, food service and gift shops.

For information, call 1-800-488-0444. 

The Zoo is a program of the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources.
The North Carolina Zoological Society is the non-profit organization that supports the
North Carolina Zoological Park and its programs. Society offices are open Monday –
Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For information, please call 336-879-7250 or logon to the
Society’s Web page at nczoo.com.
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Afew months ago, President
Obama and his financial advisors
pulled together a complex plan

that they, and almost everyone, hope will
get businesses bustling and people work-
ing again. One component of this
American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act of 2009 provides grants for state gov-
ernments to invest in infrastructure. The
goal is to repair, create and expand public
facilities that serve communities and
drive employment.

While people from different political
compass points articulate different views
on the impact this Act will have on
America’s future, one section of the Bill
baffled zoo professionals and sent an ear-
worm from Sesame Street crawing
through the zoo community. The confu-
sion arises from a provision that prohibits
“zoos, golf courses, swimming pools and
casinos” from receiving grants from the
stimulus money. The earworm belongs to
Cookie Monster and has him singing the
lyrics, “One of these things is not like the
other ones. One of these things just 
doesn’t belong.”

Originally, this section of the bill also
wedged museums and aquariums into this
disparate group. Fortunately for them, our
sister learning-institutions managed to
disentangle themselves from this odd col-
lection. Unfortunately, zoos did not make
that great escape. We stayed behind, iso-
lated and estranged inside a catalogue of

places that exist primarily to entertain and
amuse.

The fact that America’s political leaders
lumped zoos like the North Carolina Zoo
into a category containing casinos and
swimming pools makes it clear that zoo
professionals have spoken too softly
when explaining how zoos contribute to
society. We are not talking about the eco-
nomic or entertainment benefits that zoos,
as well as golf courses, swimming pools
and casinos, generate. No, we are talking
about the educational, the social and the
ecological services that good zoos con-
tribute to communities and to society in
general.

Often, these contributions are not 
obvious. They may take place behind-the-
scenes or in other countries or in ways
that escape the attention of visitors. But
the contributions are real, and they are
important. 

To make these contributions more visi-
ble, this Alive explains some of the ways
that your Zoo makes North Carolina and
the world safer and stronger for people
and more interesting for visitors and for
the animals in our care. Though hardly
complete, the accomplishments discussed
in this issue address why the North
Carolina Zoo should be respected as well
as loved, and why zoos in general belong
in the company of museums and schools,
not swimming pools and casinos. 

THE ISSUE...

is GOOD WORKS.



Dr. David M. Jones
Director 
N.C. Zoo

Russell H. Williams
Executive Director
N.C. Zoo Society
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Zoos—at least good zoos—give
our perspectives a needed shove.
When done well, zoo exhibits spotlight animals, 
plants, ideas, images and landscapes and stir people
to think about nature and their relationship to its
components—especially the living ones.

On the surface, setting life forms out to ponder
may not seem like much. After all, television, the
Internet and YouTube fill the airways with nearly
endless streams of images, facts and fallacies. The
Internet, Twitter and Facebook let people comment,
also endlessly, about every relationship one can
imagine. When pitted against virtual reality and
social media, what can zoos really accomplish?

Actually, quite a lot.
Good zoos, in the manner of all good museums,

earn their keep with authenticity. They offer up
interesting, documented collections in contexts that
underscore their relevance. Arranged around impor-
tant themes, these collections pull visitors aboard
trains of thought with the hope of stimulating con-
versations. 

The resulting comments, when shared among friends, 
families and, even strangers, heap enormous value on most
zoo visits. Ask anyone what he or she saw, thought or
enjoyed during a recent, or even first, zoo visit, and most
people will recount the trip in vivid detail. Zoo memories
stay entrenched for years, popping up willy-nilly to answer
questions, influence behaviors or deliver bolts of meaning
from memory.

Seeing is Believing
Good zoo exhibits cement memories by carving out giant
impressions. The exhibits amplify sights, sounds, scents or
tastes that would likely escape detection in less structured
surroundings. Shoving these sensations into consciousness
frees them to rummage through memories and fetch up ideas
for visitors to cobble into coherent, resilient interpretations
of the days’ events.

At the very least, the newly-constructed ideas and senti-
ments stoke the embers of curiosity and prime the intellect
for later learning. At their best, zoo exhibits cast enough light
into nature’s shadows to reveal that value is not always obvi-
ous and that forests, meadows, road cuts and gullies hold
more mysteries and rewards than can be seen with a sweep-
ing glance. 

Moreover, good zoos do more than set down foundations
for later learning. Good exhibits pile up opportunities and
inspire different people in different ways and to different
degrees. Sometimes, these inspirations cascade into actions
that benefit people and wildlife around the world.

Making Exhibits Count
Consider just the simple act of placing animals in exhibits.
To keep elephants or zebras mulling around a modern
American zoo, one must set them in aesthetically pleasing,
interesting and humane exhibits. 

Creating exhibits that keep pace with society’s ever-rising
standards for “humane, interesting and pleasing” engages
zoo professionals in all manner of research. Some studies
examine ways to satisfy the physical, behavioral and psycho-
logical needs of different animals. Other research focuses on
educating, understanding and maintaining the interests and
the comforts of human visitors. 

Meanwhile, modern zoos must also work on the challeng-
ing task of supplying animals to these exhibits. When an 
animal dies—as all animals do—another animal must be
available to replace the first. 

In modern America, replacement mammals and birds
almost never come from the wild. Most of them arrive in
exhibits after being born and bred under the guidance of
knowledgeable curators, keepers and veterinarians.

What Do Zoos Do?
More than you might expect ...
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Deciphering the finicky breeding needs of exotic species
requires skill and patience. While professionals work out the
kinks for breeding even common zoo species, the knowl-
edge gained can often be applied to helping endangered
species in captivity or in the wild. 

Many species, among them, the American Bison, the Red
Wolf, the California Condor and the Black-footed Ferret,
owe their existence to captive breeding programs. For each
of these species and to varying degrees, zoo professionals
worked with state and federal agencies and academic insti-
tutions to run breeding programs that yanked these species
back from extinction.

When their breeding programs began, American Bison
numbered fewer than 1,000; the California Condor’s popu-
lation hovered at around 30, and Red Wolves and Black-
footed Ferrets counted fewer than 20 individuals among
their ranks. Today, American Bison number in the tens of
thousands and the other species—along with many species
we have not named—belong to captive breeding programs
that have produced enough offspring to set a few of them
free to repopulate the wild. 

In addition to restoring balance 
to impoverished habitats, captive
breeding and release programs
sometimes produce scientific 
discoveries that can be applied to
help free-ranging animals. 
Take the N.C. Zoo’s off-exhibit Red Wolf breeding
program. Several years ago, one of its females
delivered five puppies at about the same time that a
free-ranging Red Wolf, who was being followed
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, delivered a
small litter, with only two pups. 

The concurrent timing of the births and the small litter
size of the wild female inspired a conservation question:
Could the wild female be coaxed into adopting a few of the
captive-born pups? If she could, conservationists would
acquire a new strategy for increasing the genetic diversity
and, consequently, the resiliency of the wild Red Wolf pop-
ulations. Slipping non-related individuals into a litter would
provide a quick way to add depth to the local gene pool.
And, given that mother always knows best, usurping a real
mom to teach life skills to captive-born youngsters would
elevate their chances of surviving in the rough and tumble
real wild.

To test the possibilities, U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
employees waited for the mother to head out on a hunting
expedition and slipped two Zoo-born pups in with her litter
before she returned. Once back, she apparently treated the
new cubs as if they were her own, because she escorted a
full complement of four juveniles out of her lair later that
year. At that moment, the notion that a wild carnivore might
adopt an unrelated infant became an established fact, at
least with Red Wolves, and that notion is now being tested
with other related species. 
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Giving Back to the Wild
At another level, zoos help wild animals by advancing the
veterinary care available to exotic species. Often, these
advances spill out of captive settings to improve the veteri-
nary care extended to free-ranging individuals and entire
species as well. By giving veterinarians safe, controlled
access to wild animals, zoos opened up research opportuni-
ties that would not be possible in wilderness. 

For example, zoo veterinarians continue to improve the
medicines and the techniques used to anesthetize different
species of exhibit animals. These changes have made it
safer for conservationists to immobilize wild animals, too,
making it possible to move animals out of hazardous loca-
tions and relocate them in protected areas. Safe immobiliza-
tions have opened up new research opportunities, too,
allowing conservationists to attach tracking instruments to
wild animals, free them and spend the next several months
recording and analyzing the animals’ movements, activities
and sometimes, physiological states.

In Cameroon, for example, the N.C. Zoo’s Chief
Veterinarian has attached tracking-collars to more than 35
elephants. The data Dr. Loomis collected from these ani-
mals have saved elephants’ lives by guiding rangers to herds
threatened by poachers or by potentially fatal clashes with
local farmers. The program has saved the lives of people,
too, by giving rangers the information they need to keep the
herds out of agricultural areas. And, government officials
have used the data, too, to protect areas found to be critical
to elephant survival. 

Closer to home, the Zoo’s Curator of Amphibians and
Reptiles has relied on the Zoo’s veterinary staff to safely
attach radio-tracking devices to Eastern Box Turtles,
Copperheads and Rattlesnakes. 

When released back inside the Park, these free-ranging 
reptiles emit radio signals that zookeepers use to track the
animals’ movements. Curator John Groves is using the data
to learn more about the animals’ behaviors so that he can
lay down plans for keeping these natives safe on Zoo 
property. 

Since none of these animals poses a real threat to our visi-
tors—Box Turtles are completely benign and none of our
local snakes have ever bothered anyone—Mr. Groves’ plans
will focus on keeping the snakes and the turtles away from
harm. Among other things, the Zoo hopes to find strategies
that will keep visitor and snake interactions at a minimum
and will decrease the number of native animals hit by vehi-
cles on Zoo roads. The staff will also continue to look for
ways to ease the unnecessary fears some people harbor
toward snakes and other reptiles. 

Making Better Citizens
Along with making life better for wildlife, zoos help com-
munities by informing their members about important issues
related to animals and to nature. From fielding questions
about feeding orphaned birds to guiding high school stu-
dents as they learn the basics of scientific fieldwork, good
zoos engage audiences to help students and adults under-
stand how their lives intersect with other species and the
biological services they provide.

At the North Carolina Zoo, for example, staff recently
opened a Honeybee exhibit. Lacking the grace of the big
cats or the power of Elephants, Honeybees often go unno-
ticed and unappreciated in America society. Few people
realize that honey is not the only, or even the most impor-
tant, food served on the wings of these bees.

The new exhibit acquaints people with the real
business of Honeybees—pollination. The 
pollen borne by their backs and
pollen sacs fertilizes the seeds
that ripen into 40 percent of the
fruits and vegetables Americans
eat every year. 

By shining a spotlight on Honeybees, the exhibit high-
lights the benefits provided by this commonly-overlooked
animal and details some of the remarkable discoveries that
scientists have uncovered about its natural history. By spot-
lighting Honeybees, the exhibit primes people to consider
the value of the small, as well as, the mighty and challenges
them to envision how quickly a food pyramid could collapse
without the lowly rivets that hold the base together.
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Enhancing Family Fun
As a last point, one of the most important services families
derive from the North Carolina Zoo and from other good
zoos has to do with the social nature of most visits. People
tend to travel through zoos in the company of friends and
families. While at our Zoo, people reconnect with each
other in a setting that communicates respect for nature and
for life. These messages give parents valuable information

to share with their children and offer friends interesting
experiences to talk about and enjoy. 

A walk through this very good Zoo reminds us that
worthwhile entertainment teaches more than it amuses, that
learning is nearly always fun and that nature is infinitely
interesting. A trip through our good Zoo inspires conversa-
tions that draw generations closer by encouraging people to
recount the past and consider the future. 

In the end, good zoos benefit society by helping people
share their knowledge, their interests and each other’s com-
pany. To quote an avid Zoo supporter, “I love the Zoo
because of the way it brings my family together. When we
go to a movie or a ballgame, we never talk. At the Zoo, we
talk all the time. We teach each other about what we see,
and I can talk to my children about what I did as a child
when my parents took me to the Zoo.”

At their best, zoos accomplish what all good 

museums and teachers do: They broaden 
our view of the world and stretch
our minds and our hearts in ways
that make us kinder people and
more engaged citizens.

JAYNE OWEN PARKER, PH.D., EDITOR 
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The Best Holiday Gifts
Give your friends and family a reason, the motivation and the perfect place to visit
and have fun together. Zoo Individual Holiday memberships begin at $47, or treat 
a whole family to a year of fun for only $66.  

Holiday Membership Levels and Prices
Check the Level of the gift(s) you want to purchase. 

Individual .................... $47 Membership for one
Individual-plus .............. $52 Member may bring a guest in free on each visit
Family......................... $66 Membership covers two adults who share the same address and

their children (or grandchildren) younger than 18.
Family-plus .................. $76 Family may bring a guest in free on each visit
Zookeeper .................. $185 Same as Family and admits two guests free on each visit. Includes a

Zoo Society license plate. 
Curator ...................... $310 Same as Zookeeper but admits three guests per visit. 
Lifetime Membership .. $1,510 Lifetime Family benefits. Life members receive 10 guest passes

every year and invitations to an annual social.

......................................To purchase, fill out and mail this form to:  
N.C. Zoo Society, 4403 Zoo Parkway, Asheboro, NC 27205.  

Or, go online to www.nczoo.com, or call (336-879-7250) the Society.  

Trade in those traditional fruit baskets and canned nuts for a year full of fun at the zoo!

The gift membership arrives wrapped for the
holidays and includes a plush giraffe and
your gift message. (The slightly higher price
for Holiday memberships covers the added
cost associated with the toy giraffe.) 

Zoo memberships make great gifts for youremployees, too.

We will mail Holiday memberships on December 8th unless you direct us to mail

them on this alternate date:  _________________________________________

Send gift membership to:     ! Me      ! Recipient     

What is the level of the gift membership? _______________________________

This gift is for:    ! Christmas   ! Hanukah   ! Other____________________

What message do you want included:___________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

Buyer’s name: _____________________________________________________

Buyer’s address: ___________________________________________________

City/State/ZIP _____________________________________________________

Phone: (H) __________________________(W)___________________________

E-mail ___________________________________________________________

Name of membership recipient ________________________________________

Recipient’s address _________________________________________________

City/state/ZIP _____________________________________________________

Phone: (H) __________________________(W)___________________________

E-mail ___________________________________________________________

For Family or Higher membership only, tell us the name of the second adult in the

household ________________________________________________________

Number of minor children or grandchildren (under 18) in the household ________

Payment:  ! Check   Please make check payable to NC Zoo Society.

OR   ! Credit Card   Circle one:     MasterCard     VISA     Discover     AMEX

Credit Card No. ________________________________________ Code _______

Exp. Date ___________ Signature _____________________________________
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It’s Finally Open!

In June, the N.C. Zoo opened its new, smile-high deck —
where visitors and giraffes can see each other face-to-face.

The new deck was
made possible through
a gift to the Zoo
Society from our good
friends and generous
supporters, Bob and
Bonnie Meeker.



ZOO happenings

Upcoming Zoo & Zoo Society Events
ZOO EVENTS are for everyone and, unless otherwise

noted, are free with the price of admission. For
additional information call, 1.800.488.0444

NOW THRU DECEMBER 31 
Every day Wild Earth Africa 4D:

This 4D film explores wildlife and 
conservation in Africa. Fee: $3. 

OCTOBER THRU NOVEMBER 1
ZOOFEST: Take some time in October to visit the Zoo and

celebrate the exotic and the endangered. The weather is
nearly perfect in the fall, and the leaves are spectacular.

October 3 Native American Art, Dance, Music & Mystery 

October 10 African Art, Dance, Music & Mystery  

October 17 HOWL-O-Ween Hear the howls and tales of
the red wolves.

October 24 & 25 BOO at the ZOO A magical weekend
featuring games, music, face painting, treats, costume
contests and plenty of Halloween fun.

October 31 & November 1
BATOLOGY
Explore the good nature 
of bats by visiting the 
Zoo’s Sonora Desert 
exhibit and meeting 
keepers who keep the 
bats. Programs start
at 11 a.m., 1p.m. 
and 3 p.m.

SOCIETY EVENTS & PROGRAMS are for members
and their guests. For more information click on Events at
nczoo.com. Call 888.244.3736 to register.

SEPTEMBER
12 Snakes on a Plain: Join Curator of

Amphibians & Reptiles John Groves to
learn about the N.C. Zoo’s snake
tracking program. Participants will learn
to use radio-tracking equipment to
locate one of the Copperheads that the
Zoo has been following for the last couple of years. Must be
16 years old. Member fee: $20; non-member fee $25.

12 Randolph Telephone’s Zoo To Do 2009: Our biggest
and best annual fundraiser, dinner, dance and auctions to
raise money to expand the Zoo’s Polar Bear exhibit. Tickets:
$150 each. Call 336.879.7250 for information or to ask for
an invitation.
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Details on all of these programs are available on the Web at www.nczoo.com/index_html. * Reservations are required. For Society
Member programs, call 336-879-7250 to make a reservation. We begin taking member reservations six weeks before an event. 

Still Planning for 2009
Astronomy Night for Families

We will meet at the Schindler Wildlife Learning Center to build some telescopes and
then train them on the Moon and some planets. 

First Aid for Pets
We are working with the Red Cross to offer a class on pet first aid. For children 16 years 
old, and older, and for adults. 

We will announce the times and dates for these programs in upcoming Z-mails� the
monthly e-mails we send to members who sign up to receive them. If you are still not on
the list and you want to join the 18,000 members who are, just e-mail
jparker@nczoo.com and ask to be added to the list.    



FIELD
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Except for the fact that few people ever see
one alive, freshwater mussels seem unlikely candidates for
a zoo exhibit. Mussels and the other bivalves generally lack
charisma. 

They live underwater and do not make a sound. Unless
propelled by misfortune, they rarely venture more than a few
feet during their entire lifetimes. They do not have eyes or
legs or fins or, even, backbones. In fact, freshwater mussels
rarely rate a second glance, never mind a thought, when
someone notices them. 

Faceless and sessile, freshwater mussels lack the
strength, size and grace that draw people to Lions, Polar
Bears and their ilk in zoo exhibits. Yet, the North Carolina
Zoo, with help from biologists at N.C. State University, now
proudly displays a bed of shelled residents in a Streamside
exhibit. Zoo staff hopes that casting mussels into an exhibit
spotlight will earn them some well-deserved respect and will
help visitors explore the surprising and complex lives of
these unassuming, yet still amazing, wild animals.
 Making a Living
A typical adult freshwater mussel makes a living by sinking
its lone foot into a streambed or lake bottom, wiggling below
the substrate of wet sand, gravel or rocks and waiting there,
buried, for its food to drift in on passing currents. It feeds by
cracking open its shell, drawing water in and siphoning food,
mostly algae, out of the water.

Although a few species settle into lakes or ponds, the
majority of freshwater mussel species inhabit flowing
waters—from small creeks to large rivers. Different species
pass through life spans that unfold in as few as 10 years, or
as many as 100.

Throughout their lives, their filter-feeding habits improve
the quality of the surrounding water while shuttling nutrients
and energy around the aquatic food chain. Mussels eat

small organisms and serve as food for larger ones— 
raccoons, muskrats and otters, as well as some big river
fish species. 

American Diversity
Historically, North America supported about 300 species of
native mussels—the greatest diversity of mussel species
seen anywhere in the world. Unfortunately, a staggering 70
percent of those species are now extinct or are listed as
endangered, threatened or of special concern. 

Many factors contribute to these population declines, and
human activities lie at the root of most of them. Because
mussels usually confine their lives to one small area, where
they filter through great volumes of water, they are vulnera-
ble to many environmental changes. If sedimentation or pol-
lution disturbs the stability or cleanliness of stream bottoms,
mussels suffer. 

Consequently, dam construction, water pollution and inva-
sive species can quickly harm entire mussel populations. To
add insult to injury, new threats like drought and climate
change loom on the horizon, too. North Carolina’s recent
decade of droughts has taken its toll by periodically drying
up small headwater creeks, many of which had become the
last refuges for particular mussel species.    

Why Fuss Over Mussels?
So, why should we care about losing a few clams? For
starters, they are vital members of their ecosystems. Many
other animals depend on the services mussels provide.
Besides, mussels are excellent indicators of water quality.
When mussels start dying, they warn us that something is
wrong with our water.

Additionally, mussels are Mother Nature’s water purifiers.
They filter algae, bacteria and other fine organic matter from
the water. More than that, mussels improve water clarity by

Eastern Lampmussel  
Lampsilis radiata
Size: 3-5 inches 

Eastern Creekshell    
Villosa delumbis
Size: 1-2 inches

 An Unlikely Zoo Resident
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filtering out inorganic sediments, packing them inside
mucous and depositing them on the bottoms of wetlands. 
On average, a single mussel can filter one-half a gallon of
water per day. Multiply that figure by the thousands of mus-
sels that can live in a single bed, and the group provides
some serious water-purifying services—completely at no
cost to us!

A Complicated Life
Mussels journey through a complicated life cycle—a fact
that makes them interesting to study but vulnerable to envi-
ronmental change. Mussels begin this journey as eggs shel-
tered inside their mother’s shell. Rather quickly, these eggs
develop into “larvae” or, more precisely, “glochidia,” that look
nothing like adult mussels. About the size of grains of sand,
the larvae must undergo metamorphosis to reach their juve-
nile life stage.

To make that transition, each glochidium must attach to
the gills or fins of a fish. Some of these attachments are
species-specific: A particular mussel must connect with a
particular species of fish or a fish from a small group of
closely related species. 

When a bivalve mother links her larvae up with a proper
fish, she accomplishes two goals. She disperses them over
great distances—their one opportunity to travel—and gives
them food for the journey. The larvae pull nutrients out of
their host fish to fuel their metamorphosis. Within a few
weeks, the larvae transform into juveniles, drop off their host
fishes and begin life as bottom-dwelling filter feeders.

Going Fishing
How does a stationary female mussel attach her larvae to a
highly mobile fish? Just like we would, by going fishing. 

Some species do this haphazardly, blindly broadcasting
their larvae into the water and onto any fish that happens
by. Other mussels use more sophisticated tricks to hook
their larvae up with suitable partners. 

These species disguise their larvae in packets, called 
“conglutinates,” that resemble fish food. Some conglutinates
are rudimentary and look rather like small red worms. Other
conglutinates reach astounding complexity. The Fluted
Kidneyshell Mussel (Ptychobranchus subtentum) makes
conglutinates that are dead ringers for aquatic Black Fly
pupa. Each packet is colored and shaped to resemble a

pupa’s two eyespots, segments, tail and antennae. 
A Fluted Kidneyshell female releases several hundred 

conglutinates, each packed with a few hundred larvae. The
packets’ tails are sticky and cling to any rocks they
encounter. This leaves the conglutinates’ front-ends free to
wave in the current. 

If a host fish, an insect-eating darter, takes this bait, the
conglutinate ruptures, releasing larvae into the fish’s mouth.
Any freed larvae that encounter gill tissue clamp their tiny
shells (only 0.2–0.3 millimeters long) shut, leaving the fish
without a meal but unharmed by the glochidia clinging to its
gills. The fact that an animal, as seemingly simple as a mus-
sel, could knit together such a complex mimic is simply
astounding.

Other mussel species use a different strategy to disperse
their offspring. These mussels modify a portion of their soft
tissue, or “mantle,” to resemble a lure. Some species fashion
lures that mimic insects or crayfish, and others grow lures
that look like minnows, darters or other small fish. The lures
often come complete with eyespots, fins and the right colors
to attract a specific host fish. 

Once a female is ready to release her brood, she extends
her lure and twitches it, much like an accomplished fisher-
man works an artificial lure. When a fish strikes, the mussel
releases a portion of her larvae—some of which will usually
get sucked into the fish’s mouth and over a gill—where they
can grab hold.

Strengthening Our Mussels
Biologists at N.C. State University, in cooperation with the
North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission, have
launched a program to preserve the state’s most endan-
gered freshwater mussels. The partners are working with
species that limit their range to a few small streams. By
propagating and culturing these mussels, the partners hope
to eventually understand mussel reproduction and growth
well enough to be able to release captive-hatched and 
-reared larvae and juveniles back into the wild.

To find out more about this work and to see videos of
these mussels in action, visit www.aeclab.org. Now that you
know a bit about their lives, you will be amazed at the
charisma you will see hidden in their crusty shells.

C HRIS EADS, FRESH WATER MUSSEL SPECIALIST, POPULATION HEALTH 
AND PATHOBIOLOGY, NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY

JAYNE OWEN PARKER, PH.D

Eastern Elliptio 
Elliptio complanata
Size: 2-5 inches 

Roanoke Slabshell
Elliptio roanokensis
Size: 4-6 inches 

Wavyrayed 
Lampmussel  
Lampsilis fasciola
Size: 2-5 inches  
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SNEAK
PEEK! Build, recycle, create or watch a

Green Science Project 
come together as your family 

enjoys exploring science through 
these three great items!

! Soda Can Robug–$18.99

! Potato Clock–$18.99

! Solar Powered Radiometer–$20.99
Learn more about these products at nczoo.com.

(Prices reflect member discount and shipping)

Which One(s) How Many    Cost Each Total 

! Soda Can Robut _____ x  $18.99 = _______

! Potato Clock _____ x  $18.99 = _______

! Solar Powered Radiometer _____ x  $20.99 = _______

! 2009 Limited Edition Ornament _____ x  $20.99 = _______

Total Order: _______

If you want the items to be shipped to another address, please include a note with your
order telling us where to send them and what gift message we should include with the
packages.

Buyer’s name ______________________________________________

Buyer’s Address ____________________________________________

City/State/Zip ______________________________________________

Phone (H) _________________________________________________

E-mail ____________________________________________________

Payment:  ! Check    Please make payable to N.C. Zoo Society.

or  ! Credit    Circle One:   MasterCard    VISA     Discover     Amex

Credit Card No._____________________________________________

Security Code _________________   Expiration Date ______________

Signature _________________________________________________

Mail to: N.C. Zoo Society; 4403 Zoo Parkway; Asheboro, NC  27205 

North Carolina artist Chris Gabriel handcrafted this years Giraffe

Holiday Ornament to celebrate the opening of the Zoos new 

highrisewhere giraffes and visitors see eyetoeye

A true collectors piece with only  offered each 

ornament is signed and numbered by the artist The 

 price includes the member discount and shipping

 Limited Edition 
Holiday Ornament
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TRAVEL SAFARI

Chart a course for new adventures in 2010

Cocos Island
April 12–18 $2,291* (Land only)
Set sail on the Pacific Explorer to visit the UNESCO World
Heritage Site that Jacques Cousteau once called, “the most
beautiful island in the world.” A companion island to Costa
Rico, Cocos Island lies at the epicenter of the world’s largest
population of Hammerhead Sharks and intersects with the
ranges of 90 species of birds. The trip offers outstanding
kayaking and snorkeling, too. 

The Best of Kenya
May 31–June 11 $3,795*  (Land only)
This safari will have giraffes eating out of our travelers’
hands at the AFEW Nature Cetner, and will visit the Maasai
Mara during the Great Wildebeest Migration. Other stops
include Samburu Reserve, the Great Rift Valley, and Lake
Nakuru National Park. An optional extension to Kenya’s
Amboseli and Tsavo West national parks is available.

Adventure to India 
April 8–21 $9,995* (Land only)
Join Zoo Director David Jones to visit Bandhavgarh and
Panna and view wildlife from safari vehicles and elephant
back. The itinerary includes a visit to the Taj Mahal and
tours cities, rural villages, ancient forts, temples and
palaces. An extension to Ranthambhore and the Pink City of
Jaipur is also available.

Journey to Ecuador & the Galapagos Islands
September 17–25 $3,595*  (Land only)
Visit Quito and the Ecuadorian
Highlands first, then board the MV
Santa Cruz to visit the island chain
that inspired Darwin’s theory of
natural selection. Travelers can
snorkel with Fur Seals and penguins;
see Sally Lightfoot Crabs, iguanas,
Blue-footed Boobies, Magnificent
Frigatebirds and Waved Albatrosses;
and add an optional extension to
Sacha Lodge in the heart of an
Amazonian rainforest.

America’s National Parks
October 1-16 $3,967
A 16-day tour of some of America’s best known national
parks—Yellowstone, Grand Teton, Arches, Monument Valley,
Grand Canyon, Bryce Canyon and Zion—while touring on a
top-of-the-line motor coach. The price includes 15 nights
lodging, 26 meals, 19 sightseeing tours and cultural
connections, air and other taxes. Airfare is included but
could fluctuate until final payment is made.

   |ALL PRICES BASED ON DOUBLE-OCCUPANCY.
* PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE AIRFARE.

For more information, e-mail sgee@nczoo.com or call 336-879-7253.



Saturday, September 12
Join the Zoo Society and the Randolph Friends of the Zoo to celebrate the Arctic and the
magnificent creatures it supports. This year’s Zoo To Do begins at 6 p.m. and lasts until midnight. 

We have packed the silent and live auctions with interesting and imaginative art, travel and
pottery, and Sodexho’s outstanding chef—our own Bruce Enteen—
returns with another amazing menu. As always, the evening will end 
with live music. This year’s artists are Too Much Sylvia. 

Special thanks go to our signature sponsor, Randolph Telephone, and 
to the other sponsors, artists and donors whose generosity will make 
this year’s celebration the best Do ever.

Raku Treasure
Artist and craftsman
Conrad Weiser offers this
14-inch Raku pot titled
White and Black Fields. 

Sea Lion Sculpture
Local artist and sculptor

Paula Smith crafted this
Sea Lion resting on a
rock for Zoo To Do
2009’s Arctic

Enchantment.

Garry Childs Pottery 
As a new artist for Zoo

To Do’s live auction, Mr.
Childs created this 22-

inch, wheel-thrown
Terra Cotta pot with

dancing figures.

Daniel Johnston
A history in South East

Asia helped inspire
the rope design and
blue glass runs that

dominate this 28-inch,
wood-fired, clay and

ash-glazed vessel.

Seaweed Pot
Using natural
materials to creat
his palette, Edge
Barnes makes pots
the way that nature
makes snowflakes:
No two are alike.

Jim Spires 
Ohio Artist Jim
Spires fashioned
this elegant bowl
and pitcher—and
topped it with a
friendly penguin
for this year’s
Zoo To Do. 

Polar Bear on Ice 
Taking her inspiration
from the Arctic, Maggie
Jones capped this hand-
turned jar with a Polar
Bear on ice.

Tequila Sunrise
Returning Live Auction
artist Joel Hunnicutt
crafted this 20-inch,
segment-turned maple
vase, and gave it a
patina to match the
dawn. 
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Other Live Auction
Donors Include:
A & H Art Stained Glass

Avery Pottery & Tileworks
Jenny Bireline

Mike Durham
Mike Ferree
Paul Frehe

Jim Gallucci
Bill & Ann Hoover

Dr. & Mrs. David Jones
Montgomery Community

College
New Salem Pottery

North Carolina 
Zoological Park—
Animal Division
North Carolina 

Zoological Society
Phil Morgan Pottery

Paul Ray 
Lenton Slack

Nickolaus Fruin 
An instructor and
artist at STARworks
NC Glass Lab,
Mr. Fruin
crafted this
hand-blown
glass vase
using a
Venetian style
of filigrana to
create a contem-
porary design.

John Knox 
A first for Zoo To Do, this stoneware
trilobite was the first pressing from its
mold and was wood-fired with a shino
glaze. 

Free Child Studio
John and Mary Garland 

created this
16-inch

platter for
their Zoo
To Do live

auction
debut.

Charlie & Linda Riggs 
This North Carolina pottery
duo polished this wheel-
thrown, stoneware
vessel with terra
sigilatta, then
fired and
fumed it with
metals and
leaves. 

Art & Golf 
This link-lover’s package includes a carved
Tom Wolfe’s sculpture, a signed copy of his

book, The Golfers, and a day of golf for four. 

Crystalline Platter 
Will McCanless hand-turned this 12-

inch platter, which was fired
using a rich coffee-colored,

crystalline glaze.

Covered Jar
Ben Owen’s 2009

offering stands
20 inches high

and glistens with
his new Icicle

glaze—a multi-
layered glaze

concocted from a
secret combina-

tion of local clays
and wood ash.  

Lidded Jar
Local artist and potter

Donna Craven added
striking black man-
ganese stripes and
stamped designs to

this one-of-a kind Zoo
To Do auction piece.

Asheboro Honda
This Mirage glass platter

and stand come to the
live auction from our
generous, long-time
Zoo To Do supporter

Dan Lackey. 

Handcrafted Knife
Local artist Robert Crutchfield
shaped this knife from obsidian and
provides its wall-mount stand.

Salt-glazed Bowl
Dwight Holland, a lynchpin of Zoo To
Do’s annual success, created
another of his signature
slip-trailed, salt-glazed
bowls for this year’s
auction.

Aspen Ski Vacation
A luxury vacation at
the Ritz-Carlton Club,
Aspen Highlands, CO,
January 16–23, 2010,
is a gift from
Asheboro Nissan
and Mr. & Mrs. Dan
Lackey. The surround-
ing slopes are suited
for every class of
skier. Airfare not
included. 
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HOLIDAY ADOPT
Go ape this holiday season— 
adopt Nkosi, our male Gorilla!
For only $45, the adoption package includes a plush Gorilla, a photo of
“Nik” and a personalized adoption certificate. 

The proceeds from this—and all the Society’s—adoptions, support
the Zoo’s animal enrichment program. This program buys healthy treats
and toys for our animals and provides training for the keepers that care
for the animals.   

For $500 or more, adopting parents are invited to meet Nik’s
keepers and join them, behind the scenes at the Gorilla Exhibit, to
feed some special treats to the big guy!

Adoption packages will be mailed on December 9 unless you specify another

mailing date here: ________________________________________________.

Mail the adoption packet to:     ! me         ! recipient

Wrap the adoption package as a gift for: 

! Christmas      ! Hannuka      ! Other _________________________

What should the gift message say? ___________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Buyer’s name ____________________________________________________

Address_________________________________________________________

City/State/Zip_____________________________________________________

Home phone _____________________________________________________

Work phone______________________________________________________

E-mail __________________________________________________________

Name as it should appear on the adoption certificate

_______________________________________________________________

Address if different from the buyer’s:

City/State/Zip_____________________________________________________

Home phone _____________________________________________________

Work phone______________________________________________________

E-mail __________________________________________________________

Payment Options: 1) ! Check  Please make check payable to NC Zoo Society. 

2) ! Credit/Debit Card  Please check one.

! Visa     ! MasterCard     ! Discover     ! American Express

Credit Card No.________________________________________ CVN ______

Exp.Date__________ Signature______________________________________

For multiple orders, please duplicate this form or call us, toll free, at 
888-244-3736, or go to our Website and order online at www.nczoo.com.
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Recently, the N.C. Zoo joined with
36 other zoos around the United
States and the world to become an
official supporter and partner of
Polar Bear International. In this
new role, the N.C. Zoo has agreed
to step up its programs to teach
about climate change and to
strengthen the voice it gives to
Arctic species—especially Polar
Bears—being harmed by rising
temperatures.

As an Arctic Ambassador, the
N.C. Zoo gains access to a net-

work of experts who lead the field
in Polar Bear conservation and
research. The Zoo will draw on
these experts to ensure that its
Polar Bears continue to receive
top-quality care and to help plan
the future expansion of the bears’
exhibit. Zoo and Society education
staff will benefit, too, as they
develop future programs for edu-
cating visitors and members about
the reality of global climate change
and the potential for dampening its
impact on people and places. 

North Carolina Zoo Joins Polar Bear International’s
Arctic Ambassador program.
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Acme-McCrary & Sapona
Foundation

Oliver W. Alphin
Archdale Oil Company
Mr. & Mrs. L. M. Baker, Jr.
Bank of North Carolina
The Studio of Bart Walter
Ed & Vivien Bauman
BB&T
John W. Becton & Nancy B.

Tannenbaum
Dr. Mary Jo Bertsch
Biscuitville, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Albert L. Butler

III
Ron & Cathy Butler
Martha & Mike Cammack
Caraway Conference Center

& Camp
CARQUEST Auto Parts
Cherry, Bekaert & Holland
Chick-fil-A of the Triad
Chili's Asheboro
CommScope Inc.
CommunityOne
Jerry & Val Cooper
Mr. & Mrs. David Cromartie
Deep River Rehabilitation
Robert & Sandra Dupuis
Ms. Jeffrie Ann H. Edgell
Misty & Gary Ellis

Excalibur Direct
Mail/Marketing Service

Fanwood Foundation/West
Food Lion
William H. and Muriel J. Fox

Endowment Fund 
Dr. Melany Furimsky
Eric & Amy Gadol
William H. & Vonna K.

Graves
Mrs. Joan Gulledge
Häfele America Company
Fletcher & Tana Hartsell
Michael B. Hearne
Heart of North Carolina

Visitors Bureau
High Point Bank & Trust

Company
Crystal & Phillip Holcomb
Honda Power Equipment

Manufacturing, Inc.
Mrs. Frances L. Huffman
Independent USANA Assoc.
J. D. Wilkins Co., LLC
Jacksonville Zoo and

Gardens
James River Equipment
John Deere Turf Care
Mr. Timothy Johnson
Kindred Hospital

Greensboro

The Estate of Dr. Harriet J.
Kupferer

Ms. JoAnn Lachapelle & Mr.
Derek Prentice

Mrs. Emma Lee
Loflin Funeral Home of

Liberty
Mr. Chris Lorenz
Lowe's Home Center of

Asheboro
Tom & Beth Lumbert
Dr. & Mrs. John A. Lusk
Eddie & Ginger Lynch
Malt-O-Meal Company
Mrs. Millicent S. Marsden
Ken McAdams & Eileen

Shea
McDonald's
McDonald's of Asheboro
Bob & Bonnie Meeker
Mark & Emily Metz
Crae & Mamie Morton
NC Touchstone Energy

cooperatives
Novartis Vaccines and

Diagnostics
Ms. Martha H. Noyes
John & Alicia Nunnally
Oliver Rubber Company
Anne & Anjou Pajel
Pepsi Bottling Ventures,

LLC
Mary & Mark Pichon
Piedmont Natural Gas

Company
PM Ventures, Inc.
Progress Energy Foundation
Alan, Nancy & Alice Proia
Randolph Hospital
Randolph Telephone

Membership Corporation
Rheem Heating & Cooling
Robert Rigsby & M. Kirby

Harris Rigsby D.V.M.
Mr. & Mrs. William A.

Roberts
RTI International
San Felipe Authentic

Mexican Cuisine
Floydie & Alexis Scott
Robert A. Sebrosky
Mrs. Earl F. Slick
Edward & Leslie Smith
Smith College
Southern Industrial

Constructors
Dick & Margi Sowden
John & Karen Springthorpe
State Employees Combined

Campaign
Tarheel Triad Girl Scout

Council Inc

Technimark LLC
Mr. & Mrs. Dillard Teer
Thomasville Funeral Home
The Timken Company
Dr. Tim Tolson & Dr.

Barbara Sawyer
Robin & Fred Townsend
Triad Corrugated Metal, Inc.
Truliant Federal Credit Union
Leonard & Joyce B. Tufts
United Way of Greater

Greensboro
Randy & Lisa Van Buren
Mr. Charles Vance & Ms.

Lisa Connelly
Veterinary Specialty

Hospital of the Carolinas
Jeff & Pam Vinson
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
Ms. Virginia Wall
Weaver Foundation
webslingerZ
Westmoreland Partners
Nancy & Monty White
Wildlife Conservation

Society
Jonathan Wilfong & Wendy

Baker
Robert & Jean Winfrey
Wyeth Biotech

Thank Yous...
go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts of  $1,000 or more to the Society March 1 through June 23, 2009.

 People usually keep their estate plans secret. Almost 75
percent never tell an organization that it is the beneficiary of a
planned gift. Of the few people that reveal their intentions, about
33 percent tell some, but not all, of the listed organizations to
expect a planned gift. Donors probably keep these secrets to
protect their privacy and quell fears about needing to change
their plans in the future. Well, we want to assure our potential
donors that we will always respect their right to change their
minds. And, we also hope that they will trust us enough to tell us
when they include the Zoo Society in their estate plans. Telling
us their plans means that we can help them get to know us better. 

We will invite them to dine with other Lions Pride members,
go on special behind-the-scenes tours and stay informed about
the Zoo’s aspirations and accomplishments.   

Our goal is to make sure that we remain worthy of their
support—even while we protect their right to change their minds.

RUSS WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

RUSSling’sPassing the Buck
We want to thank The Dell Foundation,
Inc., for donating two, two-year $50,000 grants,
(for 2006-2008 and for 2008-2010) to support
Zoo conservation education. The grants fund
ConnectKids!, which provides Dell computers
and Zoo educational outreach to libraries
working with underserved youngsters in Guilford
and Forsyth Counties.

The program teaches library personnel to use
the computers and the Internet to inspire
children. ConnectKids! students learn to blog,
share photographs and undertake local
conservation projects.

At the end of the year, ConnectKids students
congregate at the Zoo to share their projects. Last
year, ConnectKids! reached over 400 children,
150 more than were served in 2007. Next year,
the program will be even larger.

We appreciate the difference the Dell Found-
ation is making in the lives of children. 

RUSS WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR



PAGEKids’
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" Want to work at the Zoo someday? Well,
you don’t have to be a zookeeper. All kinds of
people, doing all kinds of work, make up the
Zoo community. 

We have people at the Zoo who work as:

"Artists: They build artificial rocks, help
design and build animal habitats and maintain

and oversee the Zoo’s massive art
collection. Artists work with animal

and education staffs to conjure up
interesting signs and games to

teach about the animals, direct
people through the Zoo and give life
and sparkle to the Alive magazine. 

"Horticulturists: They landscape the exhibits
and the grounds, making the Zoo
beautiful for visitors and

interesting for animals.
Horticulturists manage
conservation programs for

rare plants and habitats; compost tons of
animal poop into tons of organic fertilizer; and
mulch, plant, prune and protect the Zoo’s plants. 

"Mechanics and Maintenance Staff: They
keep the Zoo’s trams, golf carts, Bobcats,
trucks, cars, air conditioners, furnaces, air and
water filters, back-up generators, and other
machines humming so that everyone else can do
their jobs. The Zoo depends
on these people to keep
the Aviary feeling
tropical, the Rocky Coast
cold and the Desert dry.

"Visitor Service Personnel:
They take care of visitors by
selling tickets and gift items,
driving trams, offering first
aid, patrolling the Park as
rangers and keeping the Zoo clean and
comfortable. We depend on these people to
make the Zoo a place that visitors want to vist

again and again.

"Educators and Volunteers: They
make the Zoo more fun by answering
questions; presenting camps and
programs; taking care of kidZone;
sharing what they know about birds,

bugs and butterflies and all the other wonders
at the Zoo and in nature. 

"Businessmen and Women: Keep the Zoo
operating by paying the bills for animal

food, electricity, water, medicine,
fertilizer and all the other items zoo
employees need to do their jobs. We

depend on our business staff to buy the
products the Zoo needs and to secure
quality products at a fair price.

"Animal Caretakers: They are
the keepers who care for the
animals, the curators who manage 
the collections, the animal behavior 
specialists who support our animal 
enrichment and training programs, and 
the veterinarians and veterinary technicians
who keep the Zoo’s animals healthy and safe.

a  AA aeER r L l L l w  WW  w
MELINDA PRIOR, ZOO EDUCATOR and BEN HAYWOOD, EDUCATION INTERN

Amazing Jobs @ the Zoo
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Tools of the Trade
Everyone has to pick up their tools before going into

the zoo to do their jobs. Help each department get
“@the Zoo” on time with tools in hand.
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@ the
Zoo




